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Boletín de Oportunidades de Cooperación: TIC -
27/4/2020

Oportunidades de cooperación tecnológica: Búsquedas de Socios

Oportunidades de cooperación tecnológica: Demandas

Development of novel surfaces to optimise haptic properties of products in various sectors

Update: 2020-04-22 - Deadline: 2021-04-23

An Austrian R&D institute is developing a new technology aiming to quantify the haptic
appearance of a product via its surface and material properties. The institute seeks partners to
develop this technology and to use it profitably. The aim is to produce product surfaces with the
desired haptics, to predict the haptics of new products and to evaluate new surfaces. Both virtual
reality and artificial intelligence are used. The institute seeks partners for technical and/or
research cooperation.

Robotized mushroom harvesting technology sought by leading Dutch mushroom company

Update: 2020-04-27 - Deadline: 2021-04-28

A leading Dutch company active in the entire mushroom supply chain faces shortages in the
labour market and rising labour costs. Therefore it wants to robotize the mushroom harvesting
process. The company is looking for partners that offer technology to pick mushrooms from
different shelves in a narrow growing room. It aims to set up a pilot proving the technical and
economical feasibility of such a system within the framework of a commercial agreement with
technical assistance.

Seeking technologies that maximise customer engagement for artificial intelligence-assisted
predictive marketing system

Update: 2020-04-27 - Deadline: 2021-04-28

A Singapore games development SME seeks technologies related to chatbots, marketing,
machine learning and statistics, data analysis for an artificial intelligence (AI)-assisted predictive
marketing and community management system. The proposed solution will empower marketers
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to craft personalised content and messages and maximise customer engagement. European
SMEs with the sought technologies/capabilities are welcome to collaborate via a licensing/
research partnership.

Oportunidades de cooperación tecnológica: Ofertas

French SME offers a plug-in for the digital accessibility of websites to disabled or elderly people

Update: 2020-04-23 - Deadline: 2021-04-24

A French computing SME has developed a plug-in that enables a website to be accessible to
disabled or elderly people by adapting the structure and display according to the type of disability
of each visitor. The SME is looking for technical cooperation agreement or commercial
agreement with technical assistance with authorities or companies operating in sales of products
or services for disabled or elderly people, to co-develop and implement the technology into their
website.

Hospitals and clinicians are sought to validate a decision tool assistance

Update: 2020-04-21 - Deadline: 2021-04-22

The French company has developed an advanced analytical solution for clinical purposes. They
are using machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) to make an assessment of an
illness or a disorder in a systemic way. The first objective is to provide a conceptual model for
exploring and modeling the risk of specific mental health illnesses or disorders. Research and
technical cooperation through practitioners are sought to validate this decision tool assistance.

A wearable continuous learning environment

Update: 2020-04-24 - Deadline: 2021-04-25

An innovative Italian company has developed a Ready2Use communication platform integrated
with wearable devices to drive and manage any kind of field Work-Flow by enabling hands-free
real-time collaboration among productive resources. Operators can benefit from both live support
approach and a full set of tools for inspection checklists. The SME is interested in commercial
agreements with technical assistance with partners or end users such as: manufacturing firms,
service providers, utilities.

Machine learning generative models for synthetic dataset creation

Update: 2020-04-23 - Deadline: 2021-04-24

An Italian start-up uses state of the art tools and techniques from Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning to optimize business operations. They offer a specific product, which leverages
recent advances in generative Machine Learning to enable safe and Privacy Law-compliant data
sharing between companies. They look for industrial partners to test the beta version available
for demonstration within technical cooperation agreements or to apply to research calls for
project.

Design of new alloys and materials using sparse and noisy data sets

Update: 2020-04-22 - Deadline: 2021-04-22
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A UK spin out has launched, and proven, an artificial intelligence (AI) based tool that incorporates
experimental data and uncertainty. It helps guide organisations to the best possible material or
chemical optimisation in around 90% fewer experiments. New alloys and superalloys have been
designed, and small molecule drugs. Industries with a need for new materials or chemicals are
sought for commercial agreements with technical assistance or technical cooperation
agreements.

Method for assessing the fertilising potential of sperm by computer-aided sperm analysis

Update: 2020-04-23 - Deadline: 2021-04-22

A German university offers a method to assess the fertilising potential of sperm. It is based on
longitudinal axis rotation within the framework of computer-aided sperm analysis (CASA). The
diagnostic power of these systems is thus significantly improved. Providers of computer-aided
sperm analysis systems are sought for license agreements.

Oportunidades de cooperación empresarial: Demandas

Oportunidades de cooperación empresarial: Ofertas

Polish specialist in repairing electronic systems in controllers seeks commercial agents.

Update: 2020-04-24 - Deadline: 2021-04-25

The Polish company specializes in repairing electronic components of high-speed gate drivers
and is looking for partners who are experienced service companies in the field of industrial high-
speed gates, that will act as regional representatives and acquire customers. The company has
experience in servicing dozens of customers from abroad in the field of repairing single
controllers. The cooperation is envisaged under a Commercial agency agreement.

A Turkish SME that offers an economical way of developing aerodynamic models for top level D
type professional flight simulators seeks manufacturers of such simulators.

Update: 2020-04-21 - Deadline: 2021-04-22

An SME specializes in dynamic modeling, simulation, and control system development for
aerospace applications and has experience in rotorcraft, turbine engines, and wind turbines.
Much of the capability is used starting from consultancy to software development of sub-systems
to fully integrated FNPT (flight navigation procedure trainer)-type simulators and FFS (full flight
simulator) Level D flight dynamics software. The SME is looking for integrator companies to sign
subcontracting agreements.

A French SME offers smart connected port solutions and seeks distribution service and
subcontracting agreements

Update: 2020-04-23 - Deadline: 2021-04-24

A French start-up company offers a smart application to sea and river marinas captains' offices
for the digital operational management of their dockside places. It provides its customers with
easy-to-use global solutions combining sensors integrated in housings, management and
maintenance software. The SME is seeking distribution service agreements with industrials and
subcontracting agreements with marinas in Spain, Italy, Greece and the Netherlands.
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A French SME producing high pressure resistant optronic system is looking for commercial
intermediary service in Scandinavia

Update: 2020-04-23 - Deadline: 2021-04-24

A French SME proposes optronic solutions for exploration of extreme environments as the
depths of the oceans or the atmosphere. The company manufactures optical and photographic
equipment resistant to extreme temperatures (-30°C/+400°C), to high pressures (100 bars),
vibrations and shocks. Combining optronics, mechatronics and digital processing by software, it
provides its clients with easy-to-use tools. The SME is looking for commercial agency or
distribution service agreements in Scandinavia.

Breathing air supply systems for vehicles in polluted areas – seeking distribution partners in the
Netherlands, Italy, France, Czech Republic, Hungary and Denmark

Update: 2020-04-23 - Deadline: 2021-04-24

A German company provides innovative small, light and powerful breathing air supply systems
for vehicles in polluted areas. The systems are easily integrated in the vehicles. They guarantee
safety for the driver and fulfill all legal requirements. The company is looking for distribution
partners in the Netherlands, Italy, France, Czech Republic, Hungary and Denmark.

North-Eastern Romanian company provider of services in electrical installation seeks interested
partners for an infusion of capital based on a financial, acquisition or joint venture agreement

Update: 2020-04-21 - Deadline: 2021-04-22

Romanian company, located in the North-Eastern part of Romania, providing consultancy
services, design, assembly and equipment for electrical installations, with an experienced team
of professionals both in commercial and industrial activities, is looking for partners ready to make
an infusion of capital based on a financial, acquisition or joint venture agreement.

ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK CANARIAS

Si identifica algún perfil de interés y quiere iniciar conversaciones y negociaciones con su propietario,
indíquenos su título y referencia e iniciaremos el procedimiento.

Si usted no desea recibir más el Boletín Electrónico de Perfiles de Cooperación vía e-mail remita un correo
a eencanarias@itccanarias.org
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